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Vietnam symposium attended by 300 students
by Verne Crosier
Staff Reporter
In a typical show of UNH con^
cern, in the words of Charlie
Leocha, Student Body President,
300 students heard a symposium
on Vietnam Wednesday afternoon
at Snively Arena.
Sponsored by MUSO as a part
of Political Week, the few stu
dents who would sit in Snively
Arena for two hours on the first
sunny day in three weeks, heard
David Long, professor of his
tory; John Holden, professor of
political science; Alan McKay,
former national chairman of the
Young Americans for Freedom;
Douglas Hossteder, a conscien
tious objector who worked in
South Vietnam for three years;
and Tran-Khoa-Hoc, second sec
retary to the South Vietnamese
embassy in Washington present
their views on the war in Viet
nam.
First to speak was Long who
said that he would not explain
the history of Vietnam, but the
six reasons why there has not
been a speedy withdrawal.
Long cited a possible respon
sibility to South Vietnam. He said
it has been argued that if we
(the United States) did not live
up to our responsibility, who
would ever believe us again?
“ Any connection with SEATO
(South East Asia Treaty Organ
ization) is rather murky,” he
said.
“ With 45,000 dead and 300,000
wounded, we have met any res
ponsibility we ever had,” Long
commented.
“ Secondly, that if South Viet
nam falls to the Communists, the
rest of Southeast Asia would fall
as well,” continued Long, This,
he said, is the famous domino
theory.
Long said that this was a pos
sibility, but extremely impro
bable. World communism, he
said, was fragmented. “ Nobody
this side of the Manchester Un
ion (Leader) believes in the com
munist monolith.”
The forces of nationalism, ac
cording to Long, are more im
portant than the force of ideoIgoies.

Prisoners of war
Another factor in delaying
troop withdrawal. Long explain
ed, is the issue of the prisoners
of war held by North Vietnam.
He said that one way to be sure
they would not be freed is for
the U;S. to stay there. Accord
ing to Long, the only way is to
set a definite date for withdraw
al.
Long said that politicians in
Washington were also afraid that
after an American pullout, there
would be a bloodbath of people
who had worked with the govern
ment of South Vietnam, such as
the massacre of civilians at Hue
in the 1968 Tet offensive.
He said there was no way of
being sure that it would not hap
pen, but Nixon cannot say it

would. Long explained that the
U.S. could not wait to hold off
the threat forever.
The Vietnamization of the war
was the next factor Long listed.
“ After 14 years, how can we be
sure that they will be ready next
year, or the year after that?”
Lastly, Long said that Nixon
insisted that he would not be
the first president to preside over
an American’ defeat. Long noted
that the President apparently had
not studied American history,
because James Madison was the
first president to be president
when America was defeated in
war.
In the War of 1812, the United
States tried to annex Canada, but
was defeated by the British. Long
said that the government at that
time, in explaining its failure
to gain new territory said, “ Not
one inch of American territory
was lost.”

Newmarket is safe!
“ Don’t worry,” commented
Long, “ Vietnam won’t get an inch
of American territory. New
market is safe!”
John Holden, professor of pol
itical science, who teaches a
course on the political science of
Indochina, said that he did not
know what the solution to the
problem of Vietnam is.
Never
have the American
people spoken so well on a single
issue, Holden said.
No government or man can
resist this outburst of grief and
protest, he added.
Holden went on to predict that
the war will be ended for America
in the battlefield by. the end of
the year.
The United States needs to re
build the picture of Asia, Hol
den explained, or it cannot as
semble the picture of the sit
uation in Vietnam.
As an indication that the war is
winding down, at the height of the
war, the United States had 60
billion dollars budgeted to the
Vietnam war, said Holden. This
year the government will spend
16 billion dollars on the war, but
next year only nine billion is ear
marked for the defense of Viet
nam, he continued.
“ But the damage that has been
done has been tremendous,” de
clared Holden. “ In a single week,
the bombing power of our bombs
has more destruction power than
were used by all the air forces
in World War II.
There are
two and a half million dead Viet
namese.”

Must be atonement
Holden insisted, however, that
the most affluent people on the
earth must not cut and run. He
said that though the war will end,
there must be atonement for the
destruction.
Alan McKay, former national
chairman of the YAF, then spoke
in defense of the President’ s plan
to turn the fighting over to the
Vietnamese.
McKay said that he realized

that it is difficult to rethink
the issues from a fresh point of
view, but to do otherwise, Ihough
easy and simplistic, was not fair.
According to McKay, the United
States was motivated by either
one or both of two reasons for
involving itself initially in Viet
nam,
First was a motivation of selfinterest. The United States re
cognized the strategic value of
the area, explained McKay. In
relation to the domino theory
mentioned by Long, McKay ag
reed that there may not be a
communist monolith, but there
is a commonwealth of commun
ist nations.
A second motivation, McKay
said, is the responsibility of a
nation when asked by a smaller
nation for help when that nation
is invaded by outside forces.

Decisive act
“ As the strongest nation in
the world,” continued McKay,
the United States has committed
a decisive act by intervening or
not.
Lyndon Johnson responded in a
symplistic, even primitive way
to Vietnam, McKay commented.
Nixon was faced with the choice
of either turning his back on
Vietnam or turning the fighting
over to trained Vietnamese.
Douglas Hossteder said that
due to the fact that Vietnam is a
very poor country, the American
troops and their money has had a
disastrous effect on Vietnamese
culture. There are 200,000 pros
titutes supported by the Ameri
cans in Saigon, he claimed.
Those who cooperate with the
present regime and the Ameri
cans, Hossteder said, create the
corruption that is in Vietnam.
The country has been colonized
by China, France and now the
U.S., he continued, and those who
cooperate with the colonizers,
“ rip off” the colonizers. ,
Hossteder maintained that Am
erican aid was being reduced by
one quarter for education while
aid to the police was being in
creased by 50%. Police repre
ssion, he claimed, was directed
against dissident students and
citizens.

Fear American bombing
Government statistics state
that 100,000 people have been
forced to flee their homes from
fear of the communists, said
Hossteder.
The actual figure,
he said, was more like 300,000,
and the reason they fled was fear
of American bombing.
The destructive power of the
war was also explained bv Hoss
teder. He claimed that 500 pounds
of explosives had been dropped on
Vietnam for every person in the
country.
Chemical defoliants, he said,
like 2-4-5-T , have badly damaged
the ecology, created birth defects
similar to those caused by thalid
omide, and resulted in floods.
The floods, maintained Hossted
er, which are caused by defol

iants destroying the water-re
taining ground cover, killed 200
people last year.
The American armed forces,
he said, have dropped five pounds
of chemical defoliants for every
person in Vietnam. Defoliants,
Hossteder claimed, are used to
destroy rice crops that might be
used by the Viet Cong, so the
people starve.
In conclusion, Hossteder asked
why, when two million American
and Vietnamese were fighting,
they were losing the war. He
explained that Vietnamese men
who refuse the draft (for which
the literal English translation
for their word for “ draft” is
“ capture of soldiers” ) are chain
ed together in groups of three and
sent to the battlefront.
Last to speak was Tran-KhoaHoc, second secretary of the
South Vietnamese embassy in
Washington.
Hoc, whose name, appropriate
ly enough, sounds similar to the
American term for a supporter
of the Vietnam war, said that in
1949 he had taken part in the re
sistance against the French and
from 1960 to 1966 he had fought
against the communists as a
lieutenant in the army.

People just want peace
“ The Vietnamese people just
want peace,” Hoc said. They do
not want a regime imposed upon
them from the outside, he said.
He went oh to answer some of
the allegations about Vietnam
and the war.
Vietnamization of the war, ac
cording to Hoc, is successful and
necessary.
He said that South
Vietnam was on the verge of coll
apse in 1965 and asked the Uni
ted States for help in fighting
until it could take over fighting
again.
From July, 1969 until today,
maintained Hoc, the emphasis
has changed from
Americans
fighting to the point where now
over half of the American troops
have been withdrawn. He also
said that three out of four re
gions in South Vietnam are un
der army control.
Hoc also disclaimed that disident newspapers have been shut
down and dissenting politicians
thrown in jail.
The bombing that Hossteder
mentioned, Hoc said, is only used
on communist strongholds when
the enemy refuses to leave.
As for the defoliants. Hoc dis
agreed they were used on a wide
spread basis or were the cause of
tne damage oiamea to it. tie
said that only people living on
the borders of the jungle were
directly affected and that the
floods were not due to loss of
ground cover, but were caused
by the weather and geography of
the land.
The symposium
was then
thrown open to questions from
the floor. .

Snively arena scene of all night wake

by Lisa Pray
Asst. News Editor

Approximately 600 students,
faculty and townspeople made
their way up candle-lined side
walks ending at Snively Arena
Wednesday night, to participate
in the all-night “ wake” called
for by the student government.
The crowd sat on wooden fold
ing chairs, in the bleachers, or
huddled in the center of the
skating rink on sleeping bags,
blankets and pillows.
The audience was passive
shortly before midnight; groups
attempted to start songs, but the
singing didn’t spread. Bubbles
blown by spectators drifted over
the heads of the crowd, and sev
eral clusters formed around card
games.
Inattentiveness was attributed
to the faulty public address sys
tem by one of the speakers.
The University Symphony Or
chestra, uniformed in blue jeans

and armbands, began the entert
ainment with selections from
Mozart. At the end of the per
formance, the conductor elicited
enthusiastic applause when he
flashed the V-shaped peace sign
to the audience.
A quartet composed of mem
bers of the Orchestra followed,
dedicating their songs to peace.
The first speaker, JanF.Clee,
dean of the Whittemore School of
Business Education, read a let
ter to America, written for May
5. Clee compared his first vis
it to America in 1958 with his

Following Clee, a male stu
dent spoke on events in Wash
ington, D.C. last week, partic
ularly the closing of the camp
ing area at West Potomac Park.
He said that the dispersion of
the group from the park “ on the
grounds of illicit drug traffic
was a part of a pattern to dis
credit the movement.”
The folksinging duo of Jeff
and Willy performed, singing
songs they had written.
The
audience responded with more
enthusiasm to the improved sound
system.

the arena, after Brockett had
suggested that the place was large
enough to fly in.
After Brockett’ s performance
ended at 4:30 a.m., the crowd
had dwindled to about 150 per
sons, many asleep. Entertain
ment in the ensuing hour was pro
vided by Josh Ayers; a trio,
Kent, Mile and Davis; Jonathan
Whiting; Margo Beals, and other
impromptu performers. At 5:30
the New Hampshiremen sang to a
crowd which grew in size in an
ticipation of the ecumenical ser
vice scheduled for 6:00 a.m.

House approves
student-trustee bill
In order to “ open and main
tain better student-trustee re
lations,”
the New Hampshire
House of Representatives yester
day approved a bill to put a
student representative on the Un
iversity of New Hampshire Board
of Trustees.
The measure now goes to the
Senate.
The House suggested that the
student be chosen on a rotating
basis from one of the three Un
iversity campuses each year.
“ With one vote out of twentyfive, a student trustee would
have to persuade, but not out
vote his colleagues,” said the
House Education Committee.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
will publish twice during
the reading period - Tues
day, May 11, and Tuesday,
May 18.
Today is the last day to
register for fall semester.

Students await Jamie Brockett at Snively wake.
return in 1960. He said that
something had changed in the
American culture. “ You were
looking at yourself for the first
time and you discovered the
Blacks. . .by discovering them
you also discovered the poor
and the hungry,” Clee said. He
added that the youth of America
had made the country conscious
of these social problems.
Clee felt that America would be
renewed by its youth because,
“ they will become your new cit
izens ready to enter a new Am
erica.”

Jamie Brockett followed the
duet, and the audience greeted
him with excitement. He sang,
“ We Gotta Walk” and the crowd
rose and clapped with the music.
This was followed by “ Okie from
Muskogee” adapted for use in
New Hampshire.
The crowd urged Brockett to
return to the temporary stage
where he performed “ LastNight
I had the Strangest Dream”
and the audience joined in. His
second encore was “ Titanic,” a
song which was marked by the
sailing of paper airplanes about

photo by Powers

and a free coffee and donuts
breakfast.
Those who stayed for the en
tire “ wake” were pleased with
the results.
Student Caucus
Chairman Ric Schumacher felt
that the entertainment provided a
method of relaxation for those
who had participated in the can
dlelight march. He said that the
silent march had been a period
of reflection, “ when everyone
thought about whythey were mar
ching.
I think it turned out
really good,” he said. “ It was
really beautiful.”

‘Freedom is participation in power.”
Cicero

photo by Farland

Candles flicker against war
by Regan Robinson
Contributing Editor
Four drummers pounded a slow funeral cad
ence for the approximately 600 marchers wind
ing around campus W ednesday night in a dem on
stration o f solidarity against war and killing.
Candles relfected the sense o f mourning the
marchers shared for the killing in Southeast Asia
and for students killed on American campuses
last year.
Charlie Leocha, student government president
and Rick Schumacher, student caucus chairman,
led the tw o-by-tw o chain of students, faculty and
townspeople.
The route went from the Union to Christensen
Hall, across to Stoke Hall and past the fraternit
ies and sororities on Madbury Road. The mar
chers walked up Main Street on the sidewalk to
the end o f the march at Snively Arena.
The first marchers reaching Christensen could
see candle light stretching to the Union behind
them.
Rain was falling when the marchers reached
Madbury Road but it was not sufficient to extin
guish the marcher’s lights.
Lighted scented candles left pleasant frag
rances lingering after the parade had passed.
Marchers with sleeping bags and packs were pre
pared for the all night wake.
The march was not silent; small talk could be
heard among the marchers.
‘T m marching because I’ve been too conserva
tive this year. It’s about time to march,” com 
mented one male student.
A coed said, “I would have felt strange if I
wasn’t here.”
“This march is a symbolic way people have to
say how they feel and put their feelings into ac
tions,” explained a University staff m em ber’s

wife.
A bitter and realistic note was sounded by one
male student, “This march will not stop the war
in Vietnam but will accomplish one purpose, it
will show the people who have seen the march
that a war is existing.”
The group’s size seemed impressive both for
the marchers and the spectators.
“The march is probably the most impressive
thing I’ve ever seen U N H d o,” said a Christensen
resident not marching.
“ There are so many of them, so many candles.
From the number of candles, you can get an idea
of the number o f people killed in Vietnam ,” said
another Christensen resident watching the march.
Spectators along the sidelines claimed excuses
o f papers to finish, lameness, or even Resident
Hall Duty.
This wasn’t the first march for some o f the stu
dents.On M ay 6 last year an estimated crowd of
3,500 marched silently mourning the death o f stu
dents at Kent State University.
Veterans from M ay D ay action in Washington,
D .C . joined the march here on campus. A w o m 
an alumnus said, “In m y opinion this is just a col
lege kid’s substitute for going to Washington.”
A male student who returned from Washington
the night before said, “I only wish the kids up
here could do something more constructive.”
Faculty and administrators were noticeably ab
sent. O ne faculty m em ber that did join the
march commented that he saw several o f his coll
eagues hurrying the opposite direction as he
came to join the march.
A male student explained his reasons for march
ing this way, “I borrowed m y roommate’s candle
and he said that he might not want it burned out,
I answered that there are some things more im
portant than a fucking candle.”

Teamsters claim 80 per cent organization
by Phil Cotton
Staff Reporter

ready joined, join the vast ma
jority who want the Union to ne
rne ru st mass meeting or tne
gotiate a contract.”
University of New Hampshire’ s
Brody said that at the present
potential Teamsters Union, Lo
time over 80 per cent of the
cal 633, was conducted Wednes
blue collar workers at the Uni
day evening at the Madbury Town
versity have signed union auth
Hall.
orization cards. Authorization
David Johnson,
secretarycards express the desire of the
treasurer and pr inciple officer of
workers to have a union.
Local 633, introduced the main
“ But here at the University
speaker.
Eastern Conference
of New Hampshire,” exclaimed
of Teamsters representative
Brody, “ we’ ve run into the most
George G. Brody, to the sixty
astonishing thing.”
members present.
“ There are different prob
“ Brothers and sisters,” be
lem s,” explained Brody, “ among
gan Brody, “ there is no better
blue collar and white collar wor
way to receive better wages and
kers. At Penn State, once we
benefits, than with a union.”
showed the people in adminis
He related the success of the
tration that the workers wanted
Union in organizing 1,900 nonan election, there was an elec
academic workers at Pennsyl
tion and we won. There were
vania State University, and ne- ^ negotiations, and a contract was
gotiating two contracts for the
signed.”
workers there.
“ When we went to the admin
“ Once the employees are or
istration here,” continued Brody,
ganized,” continued Brody, “ it
“ we showed we had the support
works.
So if you haven’t al
of over 80 per cent of the blue

Chevannesspeaks on
Block folk religion
Barry Chevannes, a Caribbean
sociologist, spoke to a small
group of listeners in the Straf
ford Room of the Union Mon
day on Contemporary Black
Folk Religion. The Black Stu
dent Union sponsored the lec
ture as a part of its Black Fes
tival Week.
Chevannes traced a movement
toward Black identity as a re
ligious expression in Jamaica.
“ I argue that Black people in
Jamaica were a socially disrup
ted and disorganized people when
they were brought there as
slaves.”
Chevannes maintained that the
movement towards organization
and identity of the Black Jam
aicans is evidenced in their re
ligion.
Marcus Garvey, according to
Chevannes, played an integral
part in establishing a Black id
entity. “ Garvey convinced Black,
people that the race has as much
potential as any other race,” re
marked Chevannes.
Chevannes explained that Gar
vey split the world into three im
aginary sections according to
race:
Europe for the Whites,
Asia for the Yellow race, and
Africa for the Blacks. Garvey
advocated “ a return to Africa
movement.”
“ Garvey’ s
‘ back to Africa
movement’ is retrogressive,” he
said, “ but it is a necessary step
in forming Black awareness.”
“ Garvey’ s movement,” he added,
“ was not racism, but political
strategy.”

Chevannes explained that a cul
tural-religious movement called
the Rastafari among the Blacks
in Jamaica is gaining impetus.
The Rastafari represent a sig
nificant contribution to a Black
identity.
The Rastafari include ganga,
marijuana, intheir religious cer
emony. The pipe in which they
smoke ganga is equivalent to the
chalice in Christian ceremony,
according to Chevannes.
Chevannes attributes the rise
of Rastafari movement in the
early 1960’ s to two events. A
revolutionary plot which includ
ed Rev. Claudius Henry, a Ras
tafarian, frightened the Jamai
can establishment into recogni
zing the Rastafarians and lent
credence to the religion as a
popular movement. Also, a visit
by Halie Salassie, an African
emperor, filled the Jamaican
Blacks, especially the Rastafar
ians, with a sense of pride and
identity.
The Rastafarian movement,
observed Chevannes, has accom
plished three things for the Jam
aican Black.
It realizes the African iden
tity of Black people.
It nutures radical movements
such as the Black Panthers.
“ Although the radical Black
power movement originated in
A m erica,” said Chevannes, “ it
has spread quickly to the Car
ibbean and especially Jamaica.”
“ The movement shows the con
tradictions in the cultural-nat
ionalist phase of our devel
opment,” concluded Chevannes.

collar workers and President
McConnell showed us a law that
said that in order for an elec
tion and a union, it had to rep
resent all non-academic work
ers, all 600 of them.”
Brody told the audience that
the formation of a union at the
University was in limbo. Under
the State law the union needed
the support of the white collar
workers.
“ We can’ t do anything with
out you and you can’t do any
thing without us,” said Brody
flatly.
“ While we are ready
for a blue collar election we
are going to build up on white
collar support and work toge
ther.”
Brody stated that court ac
tion could be taken, but that it
would be time consuming, poss
ibly taking four to five years,
“ The law is discrimination,”
insisted Brody, “ it only applies
to the workers at the Univer
sity.
If we have to, we can
take economic action.”
“ To play it safe,” said Brody
as he ended his speech, “ we are
going to have to organize the
white collar workers from this
moment on.”
“ I don’t believe,” added John
son, “ the state of New Hampshire
wants a union on campus.”
“ Economic action,” explained
Brody when questioned, “ is ac
tion taken by workers. It could
be a slowdown, a sick call, or
a strike,”
“ The shutting down of the Un
iversity,” continued Brody, “ or
anything else for that matter,
depends on what the workers
want. But if the workers make
the decision or any decision, the
international Teamsters Union
will back them up.”
Upset by the passing of the
decision on the matter of an
election, Johnson burst out, “ God
dammit, someone has to catch
the ball.”
“ Everything,” continued Bro
dy, “ is going to be done to tear
you apart, but you have to stay
together. They figure they can
divide and conquer.”
Following the meeting Brody
explained that a petition for the
election had passed from Pres
ident McConnell’ s hands to the
Board of Trustees attorney’ s.
It then went to commissioner of
the New Hampshire Labor Board,
Duval, who asked state Attor
ney General Warren Rudman for
a legal opinion. There had been
no answer from Duval.
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Three-day Alternate Life Style

' /enjoy the clash”
ly on acquirable traits. “ The
debater should enjoy playing with
ideas,” ' Sims says. “ The best
kind of debater actually enjoys
altering his original opinions af
ter he uncovers the facts.”
“ I want him to recognize when
an argument is good,” Sims em
phasizes.
With the true in
sight of the teacher, Sims points
out the necessity of the debater
examining his own ideas and
testing them for fallability.
The debate squad is actually
made up of several teams. The
teams’ members are subject to
change,
that is, they may be
paired with any number of part
ners with whom to debate. Sims
feeli? that “ The best debating
situation involves competition
that’ s just a little more verbal
than yourself.”
The debaters travel extensive
ly. They have debated at William
and Mary’ s. They also competed
at various times at Dartmouth,
at the Annapolis Naval Tourna
ment; also at Harvard, Brown, St.
Joseph’ s, Brandeis, and the Royal
Military College in Ontario.
In addition to the regular de
bate team, the Parliamentary
group debates at Portsmouth P ri
son with the inmates there.
Sims embarked on his career
as a debater while still in high
school.
In his junior year the

by Lee Apostolos
“ I enjoy the clash,” responds
Wilburn Sims, when asked what
attracts him to debate.
Sims, speech and drama in
structor,
can be proud of his
role as debate coach. At the Dis
trict Eight debate competitions
in mid-March, the UNH team
ranked in the top four. The eighth
district includes New England
and New York. UNH also com
peted last month in the Nation
al Debate Tournament at Macallister College in St. Paul, Min
nesota.
“ The debaters pit their per
suasive skills against one an
other just as athletes compete
physically,” says Sims. Sims
says the competition exposes the
debaters’ ability to think logic
ally and quickly. They learn to
realize the difference between
personal opinions and fact.
Sims feels that almost anyone
will improve as a debater when he
understands the principles of de
bate and learns to use them. “ I
make the same claim as the ath
letic coach: give me a kid that
has the ability to function within
the University, who has the de
sire, and if he has at least the
latent ability to think, that person
can probably become a good de
bater,” he says.
Success in debate hinges part

Festival begins Wednesday

debate coach, also his English
teacher,
pushed him onto the
team, despite his protests.
“ Actually,” he recalls now,
“ she didn’t know everything about
debate, in terms of debate theory.
Her role was more inspiration
al. She was a great old gal.”
“ Debate suffers from a lot
of groundless myths,”
Sims
explains the limited interest
shown for debate on campus.
“ A lot of people picture the
typical debater as a library ad
dict. Some people fear that they
would be forced to argue the side
opposite to their personal be
liefs.
Oftentimes these people
are afraid to discover that their
previously held convictions were
based on fantasy,” Sims feels.
“ The debating process expe
dites the search for realistic
opinions, not stifles it. Formal
debate is sometimes seen as
stifling, but when one uses it
he can’ t be made the mouth
piece for the established argu
ment.” Sims thinks that again,
the ones who use this argu
ment against debate are ration
alizing,
feeling their precdnceived opinions threatened.
“ Debate is intellectual exer
cise ,” says Sims. It requires
some work. “ Some students see
the amount of time involved as too
great an investment for the re
turns, but like anything else, the
more you’ re willing to put into
it,
the more you’ ll get out of
it.”
“ Actually, I could give you the
rudiments of debate in about an
hour
of furious note-taking,”
says Sims. Then there is only
to consider the theories and prac
tice them.
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limitations Bulletin Board notices can be
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b o a rd
CAT FOUND

RALLY AGAINST WAR

A grey and white cat with double
paws was found in the vicinity o f Pack
ers Falls Rd. and Rte. 155. Call 659-3047
after 4 p.m.

There will b e a demonstration a rd
rally against war today from 12 to 4
p.m . in the Henry Law Park in D over. It
is sponsored b y the SDS and the Seacoast Area Workers Committee.

MINIMUM AVERAGE RAISED
T he rising grade-point average o f
UNH students has caused Phi Beta
Kappa to increase the minimum average
required for consideration for m em ber
ship. A constitutional lipjit o f 10 percent
o f the eligible graduating seniors neces
sitated this change.

T he UNH Sea Anemones, with m em 
bers o f the Brandeis Synchronized Swim
Team, will present a free demonstration
O n May 8 at 2:30 p.m . at the Swasey
Pool.

There will b e a Campus G old meeting
May 11 at 6:30 p.m . in R oom 127 o f the
Union.

There will b e a free concert given b y
the Contemporary Dance Group today
at 8 p.m . in the Johnson Theater.

VIETNAM VETERANS
COMMUNICATION MAJORS

T he Vietnam Veterans Against the
W ards having an anti-war march today
at 1 p.m . in Henry Law Park in Dover.
All veterans are urged to march and
should wear tatigues.

F or all Communication majors, stu
dent representative elections will b e to
day between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. in the
W o lff House office. See Cindy the secre
tary when you com e to vote.

T he Jewish Life Council o f Dartmouth
C ollege invites all Jewish students at
UNH to spend Lag Ba-om er weekend
with them. There will be singing, danc
ing, cam pfire, etc., and there is no fee.
Just bring a sleeping bag. For inform a
tion call R o b at 742-2183.

A nyon e interested in taking Crim inolo
gy, S ociology 703, next fall contact Carol
at 862-3862 or Paula at 862-3856. If
enough students wish to take the course,
the department may offe r it.

SENIOR LIFE
SAVING COURSE

LIFE STYLE FESTIVAL
There will b e a meeting to plan the
Alternative L ife Style Festival today at
1:00 in the Durham R oom o f the Union.

The Durham Chapter, American R ed
Cross Senior Life Saving Course will be
offered at the UN H p ool May 10
through May 20 from 3 to 5 p.m. Also, a
review course for American R ed Cross
Water Safety Instructors will be offered
on the same days from 5 to 7 p.m. For
additional information call Mrs. Donald
Sumner, at 868-2579.

MYSTIC VALLEY RAILWAY
There will be a meeting o f the Mystic
Valley Railway Society in the Smith Hall
Lounge at 7:30 p.m. on May 19. E very
one is invited.
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YES. BRADY REALLY MEANS BUSINESS
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1 969 COUGAR

ATTENTION:
ALL SPORTSMEN!
FINAL CLOSEOUT ON ALL
4-W HEEL DRIVE U N IT S BRONCOS A ND 4-W HEEL DRIVE
PICKUPS

BRAND NEW!
$ SAVE HUNDREDS AND HEAD TO THE BACKLANDS

AAwyliy, 5 Trakay Se.. Davar, N .H.

*2 4 8 8
1 969 MUSTANG HARDTOP
i

Aata„ Pawar Slaartaif W Air Cand.

22,044 MUaata. P.O. Arm ld W rltM . I I

SUMMER VOLUNTEER PROJECTS
T he Placement Service, Huddleston
Hall, has a listing o f sumrher volunteer
projects o f the American Friends Service
C om m ittee for the U.S. and overseas.

Ferd't Luiury Car. 3B,410 MHeaff#. F .a

FORD EXPLORER PICKUP SPECIAL

Be Sure You Know The Cor You Buy I !
1. Who Owned The Car Previously ?
2. W hat Is The Actual Mileage ?
3. A n y Extensive Body W ork ?

Get All The Facts . . . at Brody Ford Soles!
Register ot our showroom for free door prizes awarded monthly
-n o th in g else to do!

Kamyl S*., KMtary, Maina.

*2188

ORDiRS TO TAKl OUT

1967 THUNDERBIRD

For a limited time only we're offeting this valuepacked, value-priced Explorer Special in a choice of
four equipment packages . . . with prices cut up to
S308 o ff manufacturer's suggested list.
You can enjoy special savings on air conditioning,
power steering, Cruise O-Matic transmission and much
more. Save enough to add such favorite options as
A M /F M Ttereo radio.
V-8, and black textured
painted roof
Explorer specials c
standard
equipped
with
F^rd betfer ideas like Twi
I Beam front suspensio
biggest pickup cab in tl
industry and special luxu
interiors Drop in today and
see for yourself

Ferd Meter Ciedit Ce., Rep* — % A mMm
Smitk.

*1788
48 Third Street
1968 MERCURY

Help Beth

Dover, N. H.

AMafege M X , 2 Dr. Hardtep, B Cyl. A mM l
27,491 Mileage. F.O. Jeka F. M«<gliy, IB

TcL 7424XM0-.742-9816

Madkury Rd., Dvriiaiit, N.H.

*1588

in advertising

1970 MACH 1

Sun—Thurs 11:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Fri—Sat 11:30 a.m.-l:00 a.m.

By MiNtaiig. 851 4*V AidawaHa, Fewer
SteeHeg. 12^01 MHeaga.

PjO. Vmmm

t.

McCay, 509rii SFS, Foata AFB, N .N .

details

*2 8 8 8
151 MUB

1965 FALCON WAGON
4 Deer Autematic. Aa h Sparial. F.O. Al>

^QNbYx

Bert H. Sfevaiw, Beiiker HtN Ave., Slrat-

Ss

M m , N.H.

B R A D Y M E A N S B U S IN E S S

RUSSIAN 795

T he Christian Science Organization
will sponsor a lecture Sunday, May 9 at
3:30 p.m. in the Strafford R oom o f the
Union. There will b e no admission
charge.

4 Dr. Landae. Alt Fowar, Bucket Staff

•y AAaecary Cam ., Fall Pawar, W/Camala,
fafia Fancy. 25,044 Milaafa. P.O. Edward

$ 888

WHITE SALE PRICED
FOR BIG SAVINGS

NEW PROGRAM ON WUNH-AM
W U NH -AM gives you a choice, Sun
days through Thursdays on “ The Alterna
tiv e ”
fea tu rin g
p r o g re ss iv e
and
light-heavyweight sounds from 7 to 9
p.m. in dorm itory radios at 630KC.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
LECTURE

59,815 3 10 M ile if i. F.O. Faul Tracay,

F J A C — D a M , Mickifaa.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Professor T.S. Krawiec o f the Depart
ment o f Psychology o f Skidmore C o l
lege will speak on “ I A m T he Cause o f
M y E ffect” at a Psychology Colloquium
at 3:30 p.m. today in the Sullivan R oom
o f the Memorial Union.

Students planning to graduate m ay o b 
tain guest tickets in R oom 305 o f T hom p 
son Hall no later than May 14. Faculty
and staff tickets are very limited but can
be ordered at the same place.

2 Dr. Hardtop, 8 Cyl., Auto.. Few Stean..p.

f.O .

May 10 at 6:30 p.m . there will be
guest speakers and discussion groups in
the Hillsboro R oom o f the Union.

GRADUATION INFORMATION

Cbitute (f American Restaurant

Ealras. F mH

10,243 MUaafa.

LIFE STYLE FESTIVAL
There will b e an Alternative Life Style
Festival sponsored b y the Sidore L e c
ture Com m ittee
May 12-14 from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m . in the C ollege W oods
just past the athletic field parking lot.
There wiO b e no admission charged.

A dvanced Russian Grammar and C o m 
position will b e offered next fall in addi
tion to Russian courses published in the
T im e and R oom Schedule. It will cover
Russian syntax, and will continue in the
spring as Russian 796. T he prerequisite is
Russian 502. F or m ore details see Mr.
Legedza.

1 9 6 9 CHRYSLER 3 0 0

Mileagt ...........

UNH POOL
The University Field House p ool will
b e open for general recreation swim 
ming the follow ing hours during the
reading and exam periods: Monday,
W ednesday, and Fridays, 12 to 3 p.m.
and 7 to 10 p.m .; Tuesdays and Thurs
days, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 9 to 10 p.m .;
Saturday and Sunday, 2 to 5 p.m . It will
b e open Family Recreation on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday only.

UNH CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

CRIMINOLOGY

Actual

People directly involved in the
festival will remain overnight as
part of the community. The pub
lic is invited to remain but must
provide their own sleeping bags.

2:30p.m. Second Annual Swim Show - The Sea Anem
ones, Swasey Pool, Field House
3-5
Panel Discussion, Multi Purpose Room,
MUB
3:30p.m. Open House, Catholic Student Center, MadRoad, Father Lawless
5p.m.
Special Lecture and Liturgy, Church of St.
Thomas Moore, Father Lawless
8p.m.
Concert featuring The J. C eils Band and
Don Cooper, Snively Arena: Combination
tickets $3.00 in advance, $3.50 at the door
SUNDAY, MAY 9
2p.m.
Honors Convocation; guest speaker: Wil
liam Oates, Head Master, St. Paul’ s School,
Concord, New Hampshire, Refreshments
following, Snively Arena
7p.m,
UNH Symphony Orchestra and Concert
Choir; The Mozart Requiem and Orff’ s
“ Carmina Burana” , Alan Grishman and
Cleveland Howard conducting,
Johnson
Theatre
8p.m.
Concert featuring Junior Mance and the
Zotos Brothers; Snively Arena. Combina
tion tickets $3.00 in advance and $3.50 at
the door.

LAG BA-OMER WEEKEND

BRADY FORDS USED CAR
BUYER PROTECTION PLAN
10 RatB., All Rawer, w Faceary Air Cand.,

FRIDAY, MAY 7
7p.m. Contemporary Dance Concert, Johnson Thea
ter, reception Philip Hale Room, Paul Arts
SATURDAY, MAY 8
9a.m.
UNH Horse Show, Putnam Pavillion
9:30-10 Brunch for parents and students, Huddles
ton Hall, $1.50
UNH
Sports Car Show, parking lot be
104
hind Huddleston HaU
Department discussions in lounge
10-11
11a.m. Open House and Coffee; Philbrook Dining
Hall
11a.m. Dedication of Philbrook Dining Hall, Speak
er: Mrs, Elizabeth R. Roper
11a.m. Flea Market - Swap-Shop: Strafford Room
MUB
UNH Riding Club Buffet Luncheon, Put
nam Pavilion
Varsity Track Meet, Springfield; Cowell
1p.m.
Stadium
Varsity Baseball, U. Mass.; Brackett Field
2p.m.
Freshman Lacrosse, U, Conn.; Lewis Field
2p.m.
MUB Open House, all student organization
2-3
offices open

CAMPUS GOLD

M W F 2 :3 0 — 3:4 0 W S B E 3 1 4

organizations.
Alternative housing structures
will be built for the duration of
the festival. Anyone knowing the
availability of any large tents is
asked to contact Sidore immedi
ately.

Parents Weekend Schedule

CONTEMPORARY DANCE

IFs H ere ! 11

This Sticker
Is Now Posted h
O n Every
H
Brady Ford
^
Used Car

Scientology is an organization
which claims to produce the suc
cesses of yoga m a matter of
months compared to a lifetime.
The Manchester American,
that city’ s alternative paper, has
scheduled two workshops in jour
nalism. Other workshops will
be held in legal aid, music, educa
tion and film. Representatives
from the Gay Liberation Front
and the Female Liberation Front
will be on hand to discuss their

SEA ANEMONES

Organization and Governance”

’r a m r

called the International Society
for Krishna Consciousness will
discuss and demonstrate their
belief.
Lewis Acker, presently co
writing a book with Francis Sakoyan, the noted clairvoyant and
astrologer, will give a lecture
on meditation. Meditation and
yoga workshops will continue
daily throughout the fair.
Scientology will be giving a
demonstration of their methods.

b u llo t

Ray F. MacDonald Agency

IN PORTSMOUTH
iYOU MAY

A three-day festival offering
alternatives to human life styles
will start next Wednesday behind
the University
barns in the
pastureland next to the old re
servoir. The major goal of the
festival, sponsored by the Sidore
Lecture Series, is to expose
the University community to the
alternative ways of dealing with
the complex factors of modern
society.
The festival will run May 12
through May 14 from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. daily. All events will be free
and open to the public.
The six major areas that the
festival will cover are essentials
such as housing and food, tribal
forms in industry and politics,
involvement in legal aid and re
form, rediscovered ways such as
yoga and macrobiotics, educa
tion and media.
Macrobiotic food will be serv
ed twice daily at cost price. Mac
robiotics isthetraditlonalJapanese diet which is currently being
revived in this country. It is
suggested that students bring
their own food if they wish to eat
differently as the supply of food
will be limited.
Cooking and theory classes on
macrobiotics will be given daily.
Sanae, a macrobiotic restaurant
in Boston, will be supplying the
cooking staff.
Representatives from four dif
ferent communes will be discus
sing their views on and problems
with community living. Two of
these communes are based on re
ligious principles.
Members of the Emissaries of
Divine Light commune will dis
cuss their religion of antology,
the science of being. Another
commune from Brighton, Mass.
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HWANTEDIK

S 'T V D E N 'r REZ»S
FOR OT7R

OWATT ESBSEDS
OI>OS'rSHLS SEND TO:

<|><|><|x|>^
Opposite Pease A FB — Spaulding Turnpike— Portsmouth 4 3 6 -1 3 4 0

O P A fr e Z Z E S

$29.95
(A R F S Z 2 S E ]

p

S.§

LIQUA-LUV WATERBEDS, 237 INDUSTRIAL CENTER,
SAUSALITO, CALIF.,94965 , DEPT. A A 1
GENTLEMEN, ENCLOSED IS MY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR THE
AMOUNT OF $29.95,PLEASE RUSH A WATERBED AT ONCE TO:

OZ>ECA.LiS

NAME

o * r -s » z R * r s

ADDRESS_

OOROOVIES

CITY

S U M M E R

SIZE(CHECK ONE) KING
QUEEN
DOUBLE___ ^SINGLE___
I UNDERSTAND THAT IF I A M NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED I
CAN RETURN THE WATERBED, WITHIN TEN DAYS, FREIGHT
PREPAID, AND MY MONEY WILL BE .REFUNDED IN FULL.

W O RK
A s W k Z L iA .S Z iE

STATE

REND INFO ON STUDENT REP PROGRAM.

ZIP

Passport Photos

Like PortraitsI

8EN’S FOTO SHOP
153 Water Street
Exeter 772-2571
(opposite Exeter
Bank Company)
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Classifieds
T U T O R IN G — Graduate Student in French available for summer
tutoring. Flexible hours — Reasonable rates. Call Mrs. Trufant
868-2902.
W O U LD Y O U LIKE T O OWN your own bar, and have an
eight-room pad within three miles of Durham? Can you get your
hands on $1000? If so we’re ready to do business. Please write
or call for details. 914-666-5852 days, or Box 456, Bedford Hills,
New York 10507.
IN TE R N A TIO N A L JO B S — Europe, South America, Asia, Austral
ia, U.S.A. Thousands of openings — ail fields. . .Social Sciences,
Business, Sciences, Engineering, Education, etc. Earnings to
$500 weekly. Summer and permanent. Paid expenses, overtime,
bonuses, travel. Complete new information — only $3.00. Money
back guarantee. Write now! International Employment, Box
721-N266, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960.
FOR R E N T — Married Students — Three room cottage by the
Lake — Heated and with hot water. $115 per month. Available
from September to June. No pets. Can be seen any time. Call
742-1859.
W A N TED — Ambitious men of all trades, north to Alaska and
Yukon, around $2800 a month. For complete information write to
JO B RESEARCH, P.O. Box 161, Stn-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3
to cover cost.
SUMMER HELP W A N TED — Waitresses— 18 yrs. or over; Wait
resses, cashiers, hostesses, bartender— 21 yrs. or older. Male
cashiers full or part-time. Kitchen help. 2nd cook for restaurant.
Grill and fry cooks for snackbar full or part-time. Janitors— morn
ings only. Write for interview: Box 308, Weirs Beach, N.H.
Include your phone number. Sidney Ames c/o Halfmoon. Call
366-4315 collect.
IN TE R E S TE D IN S T A R TIN G YO U R OW N BUSINESS this
summer with a new nationally-known product? Write R.A.H. Dis
tributing Company, Suite 14, 4821 Sahler St., Omaha, Nebraska
68104 or call 402-455-3395 (no collect calls).
W A N TED — Typist to transcribe interview tapes (140 hour-long
tapes), $12 per tape, over the next 12-14 months. Machine with
foot-pedal provided. Call Susan White: 862-1752 or 868-5260.
FOR SALE — Lange boots. This year’s model PRO. $85. Call
Jeanne Nadeau, 862-2171, or 862-1217.
M O TO R C Y C L E FOR SALE — 1970 BSA 441 Victor Special, Perfeet condition, must sell, under 2500 miles. Call Al, 868-5645. N-1
“Coops.” Leave message.
APT. T O S U B L E T — June-Sept. Coops S-5, 2 floors, 3 rooms &
bath, 3-4 people. $160 mo. — damage deposit. Call 868-5298, or
868-7382 after 5.
FOR SALE — 1969 TR -6. Must sell because of numerous finan
cial hassles. For details, call Ken Boeri at 868-7830.
FOR SALE — 1969 Bridgestone motorcycle 350cc’s. 350 gtr. Can
be seen at Cobb’s Citgo in Durham. 2800 miles. Price $550, or
best offer. Call 862-3026, or ask at the station.
R U G G ED FEM AL W A N TIN G to earn room and board, or private
flying lie., or real cute airplane, to assist contractor in ALL
aspects of construction. Describe your requirements to Contract
or — Developer, Box 95, Northwood, N.H.
A PT. T O S U B LE T: — June-Sept. Tw o bedrooms. Furnished. For
est Park. Married couple only — one or both must be students.
All utilities — $135 mo. Call 868-5646.
M. — Happy quarter-of-a-century.
With LOVE, J.
T U T O R IN G — Grad student from France available for tutoring
French or Italian in June. Call Frederique Javouhey 862-3756, or
write Philbrook 3320.
FOR SALE: Wurlitzer electric piano— model 112. Dark wood,
grain finish, very good condition. $100. Call Rick at 868-7251
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE: Honda CB-160. Black, good condition. $275. Call

m rem vs m m ep/ite

Mill Pond swan found dead

«

■-T

7\

photo by Wallner
For three years Hamilton and
A lice were a common sight at
Mill Pond in Durham. The two
swans were watched over by
Professor Lorus J. and Marg
ery Milne, Official Keepers of
the Swans, a title bestowed upon
them by the town of Durham.
Three weeks ago, Alice was
sighted floating dead over the
Mill Pond dam. Although an ex
tensive autopsy has yet to be

performed, death was attributed
to internal injuries. “ There is no
truth to the rumor that death was
caused by malicious intent,”
verified Margery Milne.
Lorus Milne rowed out to the
swans’ hay covered nesting area
in the middle of the pond and
found a freshly laid egg. Marg
ery Milne added, “ the egg is now
being incubated, .and it looks
good.” Preliminary autopsy in-

Rlck at 868-7251 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE: Triumph Boniviile. TR 120-650 cc. Excellent
Mechanical condition. Under 10,000 mi. New tires. Asking
$850.00 Call Gregg 742-5091.
FOR SALE: 1967 Camero Convertible. 327 cu. in. Power steering,
automatic transmission. Cali 742-8436.
FOR SALE: 1967 Voivo. 122-S, AM -FM radio. Very good condi
tion. 45,000 miles — priced for quick saie. Cali Bob 742-2469.
FOR SALE: 1969 V.W. semi-camper bus. Exceiient condition.
Four new tires. Asking $1,995. Ask for Dave at 742-2469.

dicated that Alice was carrying
five eggs when she died.
The only surviving cygnet of
Alice and Hamilton’ s brood of
two years ago was, kept indoors
last winter. The Forestry De
partment was responsible for the
care of the swan, Agatha.
Two weeks ago, Agatha was
released
at the Durham boat
landing, several hundred yards
away from the pond. Milne said
that she hoped Agatha would re
gain her strength by her efforts
to head back to the pond.
“ Hamilton flew down last Fri
day to the boat landing and spent
the whole day and night with her.”
Mrs. Milne added, “ I was thrilled
to pieces. He was very happy,
and they were communicating.
Their heads were bobbing up and
down.”
The next day, Hamilton flew
back to the pond because, “ there
is more food up there, and I think
he was trying to show her how to
fly-back,” commented Milne.
Sunday he returned to spend
the whole day with her. Marg
ery Milne said, “ There is com
panionship between them.” She
added that there is a possibility
they could mate, however this
would probably not occur this
year.
Milne said, “ People want to
keep swans in Durham, and have
been donating money for this
reason.” A bank account for the
swans has been opened with the
Durham Trust and it now boasts
more than $100. Margery Milne
hopes to have many more swans
at the pond in the near future.
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EVERYONE
TW O THINGS ARE
BETTER ON A WATERBED, AND ONE
OF THEM IS SLEEPr’

10-Year Guarantee
The World's Finest Quality.

Deluxe Model

Place fn

$ ^ 9 9 5

you

°

'K rest

REGULARLY SELLS FOR $69.95

K ing Size or Q ueen Size
6x7 ft.
5x7 ft.

padi

fc, J"WOSK..

ECONO M Y M ODELS
A V A IL A B L E IN A L L
S IZ E S

"
0 ,

For Immediate Delivery
Send Check or Money Order To

V -avo"®'

Zropical Waterbeds
P.O. Box 2243

•
Hammond, Indiana 46323
Phone (219) 845-2380

Summerize
com e to uri
Flexible Scheduling
• First 6-week session begins June 14
• First 5-week session begins June 21
• Morning and evening classes — afternoons free
Guaranteed Courses
• Over 200 in each session
• Small, intimate classes
• Reasonable Rates
Relaxed, Informal Atmosphere
• 5 minutes to ocean beaches
• 30 minutes to Newport Music Festivals
• 2 hours to the Cape

For Catalog & Registration forms, write
Summer Session
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

u r i

THE W ORLD IS FULL OF BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE AND PLACES.
T o h e lp y o u g e t t h e r e ,T W A in t r o d u c e s t h e G e ta w a y * P r o g r a m .
if you could dig hitch-hiking across Spain or
camping along a road in England. Staying at a
chateau in France or living near a beach in
California. TWA brings you Getaway.
First there's the Getaway* Card. With it, you can
charge airfare, hotels, meals, cars, just about
anything just about anywhere. And then take up to
two years to pay.
There's also the Youth Passport* Card. It lets you
fly at 33 '/5% off on all domestic flights on a standby
basis.
It also gives you reduced rates at many places
you'll be staying.
Youth Passport is good on 20 other airlines. It costs
$3 and it's available to anyone between 12 and 21.
And if you send in the coupon, we'll send you the
Getaway Vacation Kit.
It has a Getaway Book, a 224 page look at 19 of
the great cities of the world.
Three brochures, one on America, one on Europe,
and a third on Africa, Asia, the Orient, and the
Pacific.

It has the independent Getaway Brochure. For
those who would rather travel by themselves than
with a group.
And it has applications for both the Youth
Passport and Getaway Card.
Mail in the coupon for TWA's free Getaway
Vacation Kit.
And find out how easy getting away really is.

The Getaway Program
U .S.A ./EU RO PE/ASIA/PACIFIC/A FRICA
TWA, P.O. Box 465,
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735
Please send me
TWA's free Getaway Vacation Kit.
Name
i Address
ICity
1_____________

!
State

Zip
1
TNH05031 1
- ....
*Service marKs owned exclusively by TW\.
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EDITORIAL

L etter s
3
0

Administration
F acuity-students

to t Ne

S a v a g e ’s te a c h in g can n o t be

Professor Melville Neil son. Dean
College Liberal Arts
University of New Hampshire'
Durham, New Hampshire
professional incompetence but because
Professor George Romoser’s term as
Dear Mel,
of
administrative
irrationality.
chairman of the political science depart
Please regard this letter as an
The whole process of tenure at this
unqualified supportive document
ment will come to an end June 30. As he
University is becoming increasingly dis for the granting of tenure for my*
leaves the department’s throne, he will
colleague Peter Savage. Needless
gusting. Ingersol. . .Spangenburg. . .Sav to
apparently be dragging Professor Peter
say, I was astounded to learn
age. Each case is different, but the pro of the negative action taken by the
Savage from the University faculty.
University in the face
of the
Romoser has taught an average of 18 cedure in releasing these professors can
recommendation for tenure mov
rightly
be
questioned.
students per semester; Savage has aver
and proposed by the tenured
The release of Peter Savage is the re ed
members of the Department of
aged 105.
Political Science. I was astound
More than a month has passed since sult of an apparent personality/power
ed because it was and is very dif
conflict.
Perhaps
Chairman
Romoser
Savage was informed that he would be
ficult for me to understand what
given a one year terminal contract, des feels that Savage may be in line for the
set of criteria could have been
seat?
There’s
basis
for
it.
In
any
event.
invoked to support such a de
pite his department’s 7-1 vote to grant
Savage’s personal record is impressive. . cision. One explanation does
him tenure. The tenure refusal has come
strike me as likely, namely that
from Romoser’s office and administra his scholarly activities and professional
some individual’ s personal ani
competence speak for themselves. His
mosity towards Savage for real
tors above him.
Reasons for the refusal? Most have to presence at UNH is prestigious to the or imagined grievances became
to the status of aca
do with his teaching at the Merrimack University and of great value to the pol elevated
demic principle. It is unaccept
Valley Branch, including the damnable itical science department and the stu able.
As I judge Peter Savage’ s qual
act of permitting students to smoke in dents. It’s a shame to lose a man be
ifications I find no reasonable
class in violation of “No Smoking” rules. cause of value judgements. Faculty op doubt
concerning Savage’ s ac
The full time student at UNH will lose pose the decision, students oppose the complishments, potential, and
reputation in the field of Public
Professor Savage, not because of any decision, but. . .
Administration. The area is not
one of my special or even re
mote competence, but I have found
in my more than a few visits to
academic institutions in the Unit
by Bruce Auger
ed States and here, now, in Great
Britain, that he is well-known,
well-respected
and
inquired
ies, Simon Farquar and the Far
education find they’ re not greet
That the House Appropriations
after. More to the point, there is
quar ians.
ed with open arms, legs, minds
committee recommended the uni
overwhelming evidence (which is
and grades. Sorry boys. Now you
versity budget be cut 35%. Oh,
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al scholarship. I do it nonethe*
less.
I find no reasonable doubt con
cerning Savage’ s teaching com
petence. His deep involvement,
with students is one of the most
obvious features of his service at
the University. I am one faculty
member who has been fortunate
to
have shared students with
Peter Savage. I have felt and
seen the impact of his teaching
through working with students
who have been trained under his
tutelage. The question at hand
is not that of mere “ popular
ity,” he may or may not en
joy that, it is one of intellectual
growth of a student seriously
studying with an instructor. Sav
age’ s teaching makes an impact
and the alert student clearly re
sponds. Furthermore, there are
very few of our colleagues at the
University of New Hampshire
(or elsewhere, for that matter)
who display as genuine a concern
about the welfare of the student
as a human person as does Peter
Savage. His dedication to teach
ing, to the teaching-learning pro
cess, and to his colleagues cannot
be doubted nor can it be re
sponsibly questioned.
Finally, I would like to offer a
more personal consideration.
One of the most important fea
tures of a sound academic com
munity, from my point of view,
is the fact that one discovers
colleagues outside of one’ s own
special field with whom one can
share intellectual comradeship.
One of the mainstays of such a
context here at New Hampshire
for me (and for several others)
has been the presence of Peter
Savage. The quality of his mind,
the order and precision of his
questioning, the force of his per
sonality and depth of his con
cerns, are irreplacable. This
does not mean that he and I are
in agreement on every substan
tive academic and intellectual
issue. We are not. Nor does it
mean that we are in agreement
on ways and means of creating
a more varied and interesting
academic environment in Dur
ham. We differ and sometimes
we differ deeply. Yet always he
makes me think. Hearn from him
and, I hope, he may learn a few
things from me.
For all of these reasons, and
more, the refusal of tenure to
Peter Savage continues to be in
comprehensible to me. If I alone
felt the way I have indicated in'
this t letter I might pause before,
mailing it off to you. I would
further reflect upon my own isets
of criteria and understanding -

Chairmen call recommended budget ’catastrophic’
Editor’ s Note: The House Ap
propriations Committee recom
mended last Tuesday that the Uni
versity budget request of $39.9
million be cut by 35 percent. The
following story was researched
prior to the committee’ s recom
mendation, when a 17 percent cut
was anticipated.

by David Hendrick
“ A 17 percent cut would be
near catastrophic,” said Pro
fessor William R. Jones, chair
man of the history department.
“ We have 500 majors, and teach
between two and three thousand
students; in this department, a
17 percent or even a 10 per
cent cut would be disastrous.”
Professor Langley H. Wood,
chairman of the zoology depart
ment, commented,
“ Our bud
get this year was not enough to
get us through the year in any
efficient way. If we’ re cut be
low the survival point then we’ ll
have to cut programs, but this
is a last resort.”
Wood said, “ While the in
come was going down, the ex
penses were going up. Two
months ago we found ourselves
facing a fairly large deficit. We
took out twelve telephones, we
cancelled one course, in another
course the dean agreed to pur
chase the materials needed. Now
we have real hope of coming out
with a zero deficit. We can’ t do
any more.”
He continued,
“ The income
that we’ re operating on this year
is about two-thirds of the mini
mum needed to run the depart
ment effectively. If we got cut
below this, we’ d be in real
trouble. We have a tight esti
mate of what it costs to run our
courses per student. Wnen we get
pre-registration data we will be
able to predict accurately the
necessary funding.”
“ We voluntarily put a freeze
on our hiring before the admin
istration did, because we feel an
ethical necessity to support our
new professors and the people
who are in the department now.
There are important areas which
are not being covered now, be
cause we don’t have the money
to support them,” he continued.
Wood explained that if the hir

t

ing hold didn’t end soon, the de
partment would not stand a chance
of hiring good professors, aproblem which faces many depart
ments at the moment.
Jones
commented
further,
“ There’ s a lot of speculation,
usually pessimistic, but I don’ t
think any department could tight
en its belt to that extent (17
percent).”
“ I don’ t see how it could be done
without eliminating major and
important parts of our programs.
I don’t see how we could do it
without taking an axe to the pro
gram,” he added.
Geology department Chairman
Herbert Tischler explained that
his department had to replace
one professor who is very im
portant to the oceanography pro
gram. If they are unable to fill
this position, a number of gradu
ate students will not receive im
portant
training in physical
oceanography.
Tischler commented on the
budget cut. “ It’ s going to make
research a lot tougher. It’ s got to
hurt the quality of education; as to
the degree, I don’t know. I im
agine I’ ll muddle through some
how. It won’t be easy. It means
more work on a nuts and bolts
level.”
“ The research fund for thesis
work is probably going to be cut,
the researchers are going to have
to build a lot of equipment them
selves, and a lot of research
proposals
are going to be cut
out,” he added.

Eight vacancies
Professor Alexander R.Amell,
chairman of the chemistry de
partment, said, “ We’ re operat
ing on a budget this year which is
insufficient. We’ re not able to
purchase the things we need in our
laboratories and research pro
grams. We’ re cutting back on out
side speakers and we have eight
teaching assistantships which are
vacant, and can’ t get filled. We
may end up without people to
teach laboratories.”
Amell continued, “ We’ re de
pleting our stockroom. We don’t
get chemicals now until the re
quest comes in, then they are
ordered only if they are urgently
needed.”
“ We’ re faced with the fact that
the price of chemicals is going up
about ten percent a year. If we
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don’t get an increase in our bud
get, we are actually getting a de
crease
in our finances,” he
added.
The
music department has
found itself in a very bad finan
cial position/ as the proposed cut
would force them to cut the num
ber of music major approximate
ly in half. Of the 120-130 majors
now in the music program, the
department will be able to handle
about 60 majors with the antici
pated budget.
Of the 60 majors the depart
ment will be able to handle, none
will be able to receive advanced
individual instruction in bassoon,
saxophone,
oboe, flute, french
horn,
harpsichord, cello, or
string bass.
Associate
P rofessor
and
Chairman Keith Polk commented
on the situation. “ We are going

news
in d e p th
to be forced for the first time
to a drastic limitation of the
freshman class. At best, next
fall we should have to turn away
qualified music m ajors.”
Polk explained that music ma
jors are necessarily dedicated
to perfecting the use of aparticular instrument. If they are un
able to continue their training,
the years they have used develop
ing their talents will be wasted.
One possible alternative to the
students in the department would
be to pay for the personal lessons
themselves. However, Polk felt
the cost would be prohibitive. He
mentioned that the students could
find another school, but that it is
very late in the year to start.
He continued, “ It’ s such a dis
aster that I really think it’ s just
dawning on everyone. Over the
past few years the department
has built up its reputation, and
the cut could very well reverse
a lot of the work that has been
done.”
Another department which has
felt the squeeze this year is Eng
lish. The chairman. Professor
John C. Richardson commented.
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“ We’ re broke this year. We’ ve
just cut out thirteen telephones,
to reduce the phone bill by twothirds or three-quarters. They
will stay out for the summer,”
“ We can’ t hire anyone to do
work-study, putting a real ob
stacle in the way of anyone who
would like to have research help,
or help with their courses. Its
most immediate effect is that
we’ ve had to cut down sharply
on supplies. For instance, we
can’t buy any more paper, we’ ve
got to cut down on xeroxing and
mimeographing. If anyone wants
it done, they have to pay,” he
added.

Ten sections lost
He continued, “ It means that
we’ ve got at the moment a re
duction in staff for next year,
which means a loss of about ten
sections of freshman English,
and four upperclassmen courses.
It may mean that we won’ t be
able to teach all the freshmen.”
“ It mea^s tha* we’ ll have to cut
down on our service sections to
the University, English 501 is
closed already,” he added.
The Spanish department also
faces cutting back of freshman
courses. Chairman and Associate
Professor
Michael S. Pincus
stated, “ This past year we had
sixteen sections of Spanish 401,
we’ re scheduling ten sections for
next year, but we only have staff
for six. I would like to be able to
fill the teaching positions now, so
we
could get someone good,
rather than wait for next summer.
I think the administration is wait
ing for pre-registration fig
ures.”
Pincus continued, “ The other
state universities I’ ve taught at
have gotten a large proportion of
their budget from the state. Com
pared to the way they were sup
ported, this University isn’ t a
State-supported school.”
“ It looks as though the students
are getting it right in the neck,
but I don’ t see any way of getting
out of it,” he added.
Pincus commented, “ Basically
we’ ve just got to sit and wait. If
the money doesn’ t come through,
it’ s disastrous. Probably the
worst part is what it’ s done to
morale, I was brought here as
chairman to build up the depart
ment. You can’ t do much build
ing without any resources. Be
cause of the horrible frustration
and the not knowing, you really
don’ t feel like doing anything.
I’ ve noticed a general feeling that
way in a lot of faculty.”
Pincus remarked pessimis
tically,
“ We have no solution
in sight.”
According to Professor M.
Evans Munroe, chairman of the

mathematics department, the de
partment is in fairly good shape in
spite of the hiring hold, and the
proposed cut. He explained, “ We
made some new appointments and
had them signed, sealed, and de
livered before the administration
announced the hiring hold. We
were lucky, and got our inter
viewing and hiring done before
the crisis.”
Munroe continued, “ I’ m plan
ning to run all the courses we
planned to run, with the enroll
ment we planned for. We may not
be able to run them as well as
we should be doing.”
“ I don’ t foresee cutting out
any important courses, or for that
matter, limiting enrollment seri
ously. I’ ve got the faculty I’ d
planned on,” he added.
Professor
Lyman
Mower,
chairman of physics, explained
his department’ s position. “ If
we have a major cut, it will
seriously affect the quality of our
undergraduate education. Our ex
pendable items are not as obvi
ous as chemistry, for instance,
but they will be affected by a cut.
The budget cut will affect the
research because a large propor
tion of the funds for research
comes from the university.”
“ This University doesn’t have
a great many frills associated
with it, as opposed to popular
opinion,” he added.

Insufficient faculty
Occupational Therapy also ex
pects to feel the effects of the
budget cut. Associate Profes
sor and Chairman R. Virginia
Bell commented, “ We’ ve been
operating with insufficient faculty
anyway. The one position that’ s
left, I’ m still seeking someone
for.”
“ It will hit us hard in supply
ing teaching personnel for the
O.T. courses. It will wipe out
travel funds. It will have an ef
fect on clinical affiliations, be
cause the students won’ t be able to
travel to clinics, and won’ t have
the necessary supplies for class
es. It may well mean an increase
in lab fees,” she continued.
“ When they cut like this,” she
added,
“ there is hardly any
thing that won’t feel it. It will
have a tendency to lower the
quality of education that will
come through in a multitude of
ways.
This department hasn’ t
suffered from overfunding at any
time.”
Wood summed up the situa
tion. “ I think the state of New
Hampshire has to decide whether
it wants a University or not. If
they do, then they have to sup
port it. If they don’t, then they
ought to stop the pretense of
wanting one,”

EdiTOR

re s p o n s ib ly que stio n e d '
present my views orally as well
as in an inadequate instrument
such as this.
Obviously, I will be following
the process of Savage’ s appeal
as closely as I can from afar.
May I say again, I respectfully
urge the University authorities
to review the tenure case of
Peter Savage, and to concur with
the tenured members of the De
partment of Political Science in
the offering of a tenured con
tract to Peter Savage.
Robert P. Sylvester
Associate Professor
Philosophy
Rutherford College
University of Kent
at Canterbury

although I would still believe what
I have written. But I respectfully
point out to you that I am far
from alone; there is considerable
independent evidence namely (a)
the overwhelming support of the
tenured members of his depart
ment, (b) overwhelming support
for him from Political Scientists
external to the University ofNew
Hampshire, and (c) University of
New Hampshire colleague sup
port, other than myself who, I
am sure, will write and speak
on behalf of Peter Savage.
I doubt that a mere letter can
convey to you the depth of my
feeling on the matter. I very
much regret that I am away
from Durham for I would like to

I

The tenure committee of
the department voted 7-1
to recommend me for ten
ure. The one negative
vote was Romoser.
—Savage

Professor Peter R. Savage, Ph.D.

photo by Conroy

S a va g e generates in te re s t
To Whom It May Concern:
In light of the secretive plans
to dismiss Peter Savage (As
sociate Professor of Political

Q u e s tio n
o f a b ility
To the Editor:

There seems to be some ques
tion of the teaching ability of Pro
fessor Savage of the political
science department and that this
is part of the reason for his ‘ dis
missal’ from this University,
Though it is difficult to de
fine what makes a good teach
er, in the end it is how much the
student actually learns (broad
ly defined) that counts. Based on
this, I would personally rate him
an excellent teacher. A show
man he is not; but he is in
tellectually stimulating, he opens
new areas of thought and inquiry,
professes new ideas, and con
veys a good deal of knowledge.
It would be tragic indeed to
lose such a man.
John Ford
Grad Student, Political
Science

Science) I would like to share
with you an experience I had
with Mr. Savage.
Last year I was in a course
taught by Peter Savage and found
him to generate interest and en
thusiasm to his students. He
showed a very competent and
knowledgeable understanding of
Political
Science, specifically
Administration
(Comparative
Administration 746). Before se
mester break I asked Professor
Savage for an extension for fur
ther reading concerning my pap
er. He agreed, Md while at home
I received a letter from Peter
Savage containing a special list
of books and some helpful and
encouraging
suggestions about
my topic. Both helped immense
ly.
And so, to add to Peter Sav
age’ s fine academic achieve
ments (which appeared in this
column two weeks ago) I would
like to say he is a personal
and sincere man.
Now. . .why is he being dis
missed?
Allan Hoffman

Ths

NEW
P o litic a l v ie w s
not re le v a n t
To Whom It May Concern:

I took a course from Peter
Savage. I was graded fairly and
I was stimulated by his novel
approach. I do not want to impugn
the motives of those who wish to
see him eliminated from the aca
demic community. However, if
these motives are political they
are highly unfair. Mr. Savage is
“ a radical thinker” there is no
doubt of this. During the time I
spent in his course I had many
occasions to disagree with his
logic and his conclusions. I per
sonally came to entirely dif
ferent
conclusions
in most
political issues than he did. In
some courses such conclusions
might easily caused my grade to
suffer. In Mr. Savage’ s case it
did not. In the academic com
munity there is a place for those
who have different ideas.
As long as a. student is evalu
ated on a basis that does not re
flect the personal prejudices
of the instructor then the per
sonal political views of that in
structor should not be consider
ed.
Please give Mr. Savage tenure.
Bill Worthen
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768
646
15
MATHEMAT
ICS
ENGL ISH
653
774
03
MATHEMAT ICS
ENGL ISH
696
C9
783
ENGL ISH
710
784
MAT HEM AT ICS
01
MAT HEMAT ICS
ENGL ISH
736
79 8 R 2
01
ENGLISH
798 R13
19
MATHEMAT ICS
763
ENGL ISH
MATHEMAT ICS
79 8 R 4
768
18
ENGL ISH
806
MATHEMAT ICS
836
11
ENGL ISH
MATHEMAT ICS
813
838
15
ENGL IS H
846
MATHEMAT ICS
8 40
09
ENGL I S H
848
0*;
MATHE^^ AT ICS
856
ENGL ISH
MECH ENG
856
06
502
ENGL ISH
MECH ENG
858
10
503
MECH ENG
ENGL ISH
864
504
02
ENGLISH
MECH ENG
868
15
508
ENGL ISH
874
MECH ENG
03
523
ENGLISH
MECH ENG
09
883
524
ENGL ISH
MECH ENG
884
01
562
MECH ENG
ENGLISH
898 R 2
644
01
ENGLISH
MECH ENG
898 R13
19
691
ENGL ISH
MECH
ENG
898 R 4
724
18
1^
ENTOMOLOGY
MECH ENG
402
826
MECH ENG
ENTOMOLOGY
842
506
15
MECH
ENG
ENT OMOLOGY
882
704
10
MECH ENG
891
FORESTRY
426
18
microbiology
6G 0
FORESTRY
528
11
MICROBIOLOGY
forestry
70 2
544
01
MICROBIOLOGY
forestry
706
634
12
FORESTRY
MICROBIOLOGY
804
644
01
MUS IC
401
FORESTRY
660
02
MUS IC
FORESTRY
472
702
13
MUS IC
511
FORESTRY
712
03
MUSIC
FORESTRY
572
754
04
MUSIC
576
FORESTRY
758
07
MUSIC
732
FRENCH
400
05
FRENCH
402
04
MUSIC ED
742
FRENCH
504
08
748
MUSIC ED
FRENCH
506
08
MUSIC EO
787
FRENCH
514
01
NURS ING
504
FRENCH
606
08
NURSING
602
FRENCH
762
C2
NURS ING
70 2
FRENCH
782
05
OCC*THER APY
412
FRENCH
790
01
OCC. THER APY
515
FRENCH
862
02
OCC. THER APY
520
FRENCH
C5
882
OCC. THER APY
526
FRENCH
890
01
OCC.THER APY
580
GENET ICS
705
01
OCC. THER APY
584
GEOGRAPHY
402
16
PHILOSOPHY
520
GEOGRAPHY
473
22
PHILOSOPHY
570
GEOGRAPHY
572
18
PHILOSOPHY
572
GEOGRAPHY
782
03
PHILOSOPHY
604
GERMAN
401
31
PHILOSOPHY
630
GERMAN
402
17
PHILOSOPHY
720
GERMAN
14
502
PHY EO-MEN
510
GERMAN
508
01
PHY ED-MEN
522
GERMAN
602
02
PHY EC-MEN
527
GERMAN
606
03
PHY ED-MEN
5 29
GERMAN
694
02
PHY ED-MEN
620
GERMAN
752
01
PHY ED-MEN
652
GERMAN
772
Cl
PHY ED-MEN
668
GREEK
402
14
PHY ED-WOMEN
428
GREEK
504
01
PHY ED-WOMEN
453
HISTORY
502
27
PHY FC-WOMEN
554
HISTORY
5C3
27
PHY ED-WOMEN
564
HISTORY
5G4
02
656
PHY EC-WOMEN
HISTORY
532
22
PHY ED-WOMEN
665
HISTORY
536
21
PHY ED-WOMEN
775
HISTORY
560
14
PHY ED-WOMEN
792
HISTORY
576
13
PHYSICAL SCI
402
HISTORY
586
29
PHYSICS
402
HISTORY
583
11
406
PHYS ICS
HISTORY
706
18
*t07
PHYS ICS

13
04
04
04
03
01
05
02
06
02
01
02
29
01
17
09
19
05
08
06
30
12
10
05
30
07
21
26
22
20
24
01
29
08
21
03
10
03
23
03
18
16
01
02
03
04
18
04
01
13
01
03
C2
C4
Id
05
01
Cl
02
03
03
28
05
03
14
03
01
03
01
02
04
02
03
01
01
01
01
02
01
04
04
03
07
03
11
09
02
02
22
18
07
02
03
05
04
02
03
06
01
02
01
12
C2
Cl
13
01

PHYSICS
PHYSICS
PHYSICS
PHYS ICS
PHYS ICS
PHYS res
PHYS ICS
PHYS ICS
PHYSICS
PHYS ICS
PHYS ICS
PHYSICS
PLANT SCI
PLANT SCI
PLANT SCI
PLANT SCI
PLANT SCI
PLANT SCI
PLANT SCI
PLANT SCI
POLI T I CAL SCI
POL I T I C AL SCI
POL I T I C AL SCI
POLI T I CAL SCI
POLI T I CAL SCI
POL IT ICAL SCI
P OL I T I C A L S CI
POL I T I C AL SCI
POLI T I CAL SCI
POLI T I CAL SCI
POLI T I CAL SCI
POL I T I C AL SCI
POL I T I C AL SCI
POL I T I C AL SCI
POL I T I C AL SCI
POL I T I C AL SCI
POLI T I CAL SCI
POL IT ICAL SCI
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
REC8 PARKS
'RECS PARKS
RECS PARKS
RES ECON
RES ECON
RES ECON
RES ECON
RES ECON
RES ECON
RUSSIAN
RUSSIAN
RUSSIAN
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC 8 ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
SOC S ANTHRO
see S ANTHRO
SOI L WATR SCI
SOIL WATR SCI
SOI L WATR SCI
SOI L WATR SCI
SOI L WATR SCI
SPANISH
SPANISH
SPAN ISH
SPANISH
SPANISH
SPANISH
SPAN ISH
SPAN ISH
SPANISH
SPANISH
SPANISH
SPANISH
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
SPEECH DRAMA
TECH NON-OEPT
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ZOOLOGY

40 8
506
602
606
614
618
702
704
832
842
843
861
566
664
678
706
708
762
776
832
402
533
550
652
719
721
722
738
738
738
738
319
821
822
838
838
838
838
401
545
575
601
602
751
752
758
778
794
804
810
836
897
400
45 5
698
402
504
506
701
706
758
401
40 2
502
400
411
412
500
520
530
540
560
600
616
618
622
702
702
702
712
889
502
504
702
704
802
402
504
506
632
754
758
774
791
831
854
858
874
40 2
403
438
459
506
524
547
549
552
632
638
693
705
422
412
508
518
542
6 04
618
704
713
772
806
821

Rl l
R 6
R 4
R 2

R 4
R 2
Rll
R 6

R 1
R 2
R 3

05
05
01
07
12
01
02
03
Cl
02
04
03
04
06
02
08
03
02
04
02
09
24
15
14
2G
06
26
15
08
02
10
20
06
26
02
10
15
08
04
25
15
16
01
08
14
11
03
20
01
02
03
04
24
13
01
14
02
08
11
02
01
10
1C
10
11
10
07
18
21
26
03
04
31
09
01
28
12
11
12
22
02
07
17
01
02
01
17
12
01
15
02
01
03
01
04
02
01
03
25
20
19
08
03
09
03
04
02
03
06
04
01
04
28
23
23
08
16
07
09
C4
01
06
01
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UKH dance group to perform concert

f in e ARts

by Candee Cunningham

Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
offered at UNH this fall
by Sue Ahearn
Fine Arts Editor
Beginning this fall, UNH will
institute theonly Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree program in northern
New England. The primary ob
jective of the program is the
preparation of students for pro
fessional careers in the arts.
Melvin Zabarsky, associate
professor of art and chairman
of the Arts Department, describ
ed the BFA program in this way:
“ We see it is as small pre
professional program for people
very early aware of professional
interests.” Many times, Zabar
sky noted, art majors do not dis
cover their professional ambi
tions until they are juniors or
seniors. He sees the new BFA
program as a partial solution to
that problem.
The Art Department currently
offers two undergraduate art de
grees, a Bachelor of Arts and
a Bachelor of Science in Art
Education. When asked about the
necessity of the BFA program
Zabarsky replied,
“ The BA
is not a BFA.” He added, “ The
BA is essentially non-programatic course-taking. It didn’ t take
you anywhere in depth.”
With the addition of the BFA
program Zabarsky feels the de
partment will achieve a balance of
interests. The Bachelor of Sci
ence serves students interested
in art education, the Bachelor
of Arts, those concerned with a
general education major, and the
BFA, professionally oriented art
majors.
According to the BFA pro
posal presented to the College of
Liberal Arts, the new program
will consist of 14 to 16 courses
in the Department of the Arts.
These are in addition to fulfill
ing 16 courses of academic uni
versity requirements. The basic
program to be completed in the
freshman and sophomore years is
comprised of seven courses. An

additional seven to nine courses
in the arts are to be completed
during the
junior and senior
years.
Four of these advanced courses
must be in either two or three
dimensional art disciplines. Two
dimensional disciplines include
drawing, painting, graphic arts,
photography and weaving. Three
dimensional disciplines involve
the' fields of sculpture,
cer
amics, jewelry, metalsmithing
and woodworking. This is, as the
proposal states, “ to provide the
student with strong conceptual
resources in a concentrated area
of creative activity without limit
ing him to a single discipline.”
Zabarsky sees the dimensional
plan as a unique venture. “ One of
the things that is innovative is
that we saw department in dimen
sional term s,” commented Za
barsky.
In addition, the BFA
program requires two electives
from art or another department,
one elective in art history, a
course in color theory and a
senior seminar.
The courses for the BFA pro
gram were approved by a joint
curriculum committee composed
of both
students and faculty
members of the art department.
Zabarsky emphasized that all of
the current teaching staff and
studio facilities will be utilized.
No special alterations will be
necessary to implement the new
program. “ We are hot setting up
special programs,” commented
the art department chairman.
“ It’ s the same faculty and the
same courses that will exist,”
he added. Zabarsky termed the
BFA program a “ rationalization
of activity.”
This “ rationalization of activi
ty” is not confined to the BFA
program alone. More courses
have been added in the general
art major, and the number of
courses required in art educa
tion have been decreased. Art

education majors were form er
ly
allowed
only one elective
throughout their four year pro
gram. In order to improve this
situation the course require
ments were changed. “ Students
in art education should have time
to develop themselves,” explain
ed Zabarsky. He feels that with
the institution of the BFA pro
gram the department has become
more cohesive, because it has
brought about needed improve
ments in many areas of the art
department.
With the arrival
of the BFA program, Zabarsky
now believes, “ All three degrees
are much closer as far as the
student is concerned.”
Zabarsky stressed options that
have become available with the
advent of the new program. He
thinks the program now offers an
alternative to the students, as
well as a means to discover their
talents. According to the art
department chairman, “ It allows
students to work in a program
to let them realize the goals they
have.” He believes that the art
student will now be able to direct
himself towards a professional
career if he desires one. “ The
guy or girl who wants to be a
professional artist now has the
same options as the guy who wants
to be a doctor or a chemist. The
career option is now here.”
The BFA program, due to the
fact that it is new and selective,
will not have many majors at
first. When asked how many art
majors would participate in the
program Zabarsky replied, “ We
have presently 300 students.
About 18 or 20 would like to be
in the program.” Zabarsky feels
that the program will probably
not increase greatly for the first
few years after its inception.
“ I don’ t imagine it will get much
larger. Not that many people are
professionally
oriented,”
he
commented.

‘‘Barefoot in the park
by Sue Ahearn
Fine Arts Editor
Spring has come Theatre-byThe-Sea with its current pro
duction
of “ Barefoot in The
Park.” This very funny comedy
opened two weeks ago and will run
until May 15.
The
play centers
around
a young married couple and their
life in a brownstone apartment
six flights up not counting the
front stoop. A dinner date turns
into a fiasco and almost leads to
the breakup of the marriage. In
the end however, ever5dhing turns
out well and the couple is re
united.
Ginny Russell appears as Corie
Bratter, the young and adven
turous bride. She exhibits a great
deal of life and charm in her por
trayal of the slightly scatter
brained new wife. Her perform
ance is amazingly energetic, con
sidering the fact that she went on
stage with a fever. Throughout
the entire play, her exuberance
never flags. She brings life and
vitality to a part that could have
suffered because of its stereo
typed nature.
Michael Wiley plays Paul Brat
ter, the young husband, in the pro
duction. Paul is a conservative
and dependable person who dis
plays just the opposite ofC orie’ s
flighty manner. Michael Wiley
does a very good job with this
role. He progresses from a con
ventional and dignified rising
young lawyer in the first act to a
hilariously indignant and raging
husband who ends up at the end
of the play wildly drunk at the top
of the sky-light. His dry and witty
comments compliment the crazy
actions of Corie. Wiley played
scenes of quiet anger and wild
drunkeness equally well.
Helen Moore as C orie’ s mother
is marvelously funny. She plays
the wealthy and very proper mo
ther-in-law, displaying a patient
and agreeable attitude common
to all mothers. In addition to
carrying this off well, Moore
achieves just the right effect by
her portrayal of the couth and
dignified matron who has a few
adventures which might be a
little surprising for a woman
her age.
Gary Small is Victor Velasco,
the crazy 53-year-old mountain
climber who lives in the attic
above the Bratters. He is atypic
al “ character” actor. He con
tinually delights the audience with
his eccentric actions. He plays
the part of the wacky neighbor to
perfection, and his scenes with
Helen Moore provide some of the
funniest moments ofthe play. The
characters act as foils toward
one another. Corie delights in new
and exciting adventures and is a
perfect companion for Mr. Vel
asco.
Paul and Mrs. Banks
(C orie’ s mother) are similarly
matched because of their con
ventional and cautious attitudes.
The two minor characters sup
ply the audience with some very
funny moments. David Penhale,
as the telephone repair man, is
a scene-stealer. His very ap
propriate remarks at just the
right moment add immensely to
the humorous content of the en
tire play. He doesn’ t appear very

often, but when he does it is most
enjoyable. Bill Cortes, as the
deliveryman doesn’ t say a great
many lines, but his speechless
ness (after climbing the famous
six flights of stairs) is funnier
than anything
he might say.
Both of these actors have small
parts, but their characterizations
are an asset to the play.
The set was well done. Be
tween the first and second acts,
the set, which is empty and un
furnished in the first act, is
transformed into a cheery apart
ment for the second. The use of
colors coordinating the color of
furniture and that of the costumes

is very cleverly done. The sky
light and the lighting effects used
were also intriguing.
During the play comedy pre
dominates in even the more seri
ous moments. Many of the things
Happon in fcho plot Q.VO not cl
surprise, but they are still funny.
“ Barefoot in the Park,” unlike
“ Oh What A Lovely War” (the
production originally scheduled,
but cancelled due to the expense
it would entail), is a play fox
people who want to be amused.
Both humor and good acting are
found in this Theatre-by-TheSea production.

The UNH Contemporary Dance
Group has gone through an ex
periment this vear.
Never before has the Con
temporary Dance Group had a
performing body of twenty-four
men and women. Prior years have
seen auditions held at each se
mester, and enthusiastic students
screened, leaving the group with
about ten or twelve perform ers.
This evening. May 7 at 8:00
p.m. in Johnson Theater, the men
and women of the Contemporary
Dance Group
will perform a
program of ten dance pieces. A
reception in the Philip Hales
Room, in honor of the dancers,,
will follow.
The concert program is the
work of the individuals. From the
beginning they conceive and
choreograph their own pieces.
If help is needed, suggestions
and a guiding hand are the art of
Jean Morrison, the group ad
visor.
Friday night’ s program opens
with “ In The Gym,” choreo
graphed by Harvey Mills, for Pet
er
Happny, Peter
Hendrick,
Harvey Mills and Norton Kirk.
The piece is an all-male satire
on calisthenics.

“ Elements,” the second piece,
is choreographed by Pam Frank
lin, group president, and per
formed by Kathy McElroy, Harv
ey Mills, and Heidi Pera. The
piece is' a synthesis of feeling
and design in dance.
Nancy Frost, choreographer
and dancer of “ Umbrella Dance”
has created the illusion of her
prop, the umbrella, as the source
of all movement and direction.
Another
solo, “ Interlude,”
choreographed and danced by
freshman Heidi Pera, is a per
sonal happening she expresses
and shares with the audience.
The
whole
Contemporary
Dance Group
joins in Nancy
Frost’ s “ Desecration,” a state
ment on our endangered wildlife.
“ Wheeles” is choreographed
by Pat Spalding, a 1970 art major
and alumni of the Contemporary
Dance Group. Pat has brought
her art background to the dance
with
the use of self-created
structures for the set. Her piece
is a mixed media of sculpture and
dance. The dancers are Robin
Anderson, Sarah Kerrick, Harv
ey Mills, Heidi Pera, and Sandi
Pinel.
Seventh on the program is a
dance choreographed by group

Film course scheduled
by Bruce Auger
The art department is offer
ing “ The History and Theory
of Film” this summer. James
Fasanelli, associate professor
of art, explained that the class
is open to all interested stu
dents.
Fasanelli said that the fourweek course will use both popu
lar anddocumentary films. Films
of
Flaherty, “ Nanook of the
North,” and “ Louisiana Story”
will be particularly emphasized
to give the student a foundation
in the understanding of visual
art.
Fasanelli said the course will
meet at an hour other than the
one posted in the summer session
catalogue. Interested students
should contact the Art Depart
ment for further information.
In the fall, Fasanelli stated.
Art 591 will study the origins
of film up to Citizen Kane. Art
592 will be offered in the spring
semester. It will be concerned
with the films of the 50’ s, 60’ s,
and 70’ s.
Fasanelli claims this is an
opportunity for students to be
come involved in a potentially new
curriculum of film study and pro
duction using Art 591 and 592
as preparation.
“ The establishment of a film
center of some kind,” stated

Fasanelli, “ is the goal of stu
dents and teacher.” The focal
point is to establish a curriculum
of film study for art majors, stu
dents seeking a means of ex
pression, and in the far future,
a New England Center of film
for the serious cinematographer.
Students of Art 591, 592 now pay
a $10 lab fee. Fasanelli noted that
the fee is used for UNH member
ship in the University Film Study
Center, The Center sponsors a
yearly student film festival open
to member schools and their stu
dents.
Fasanelli hopes members of
his course will make their own
films for this festival. He is of
fering his help and experience
to those interested. The UFSC
makes winning films available to
universities and colleges across
the country. These releases make
it possible for young film makers
to get national exposure.
The
University Film Study
Center also makes professional
films available
on a five day
loan basis. This allows time for
viewing,
discussion, and re
viewing.
The course is more than a film
survey, according to Fasanelli.
The accent is on viewing pro
fessional films as art, but stu
dents
have the opportunity to
make their own films.

goes immediately into his solo,
“ A Day In The L ife.” It is just
that, a day in the life of Harvey
Mills.
The finale of the evening is
choreographed by Robii\ Ander
son for the entire UNH Contemp
orary Dance
Group. “ Break
fast Today In The U.S. of A ,”
is a full scale satire on Am
erica’ s breakfast time, includ
ing Wheaties and Special K.

advisor Jean Morrison. “ In Re
membrance: Barbara K. New
man 1918-1970” is a dedication
to the vivid memory of Barbara
K. Newman,
a teacher for 22
years in the Women’ s Physical
Ed. Dept.
Next, “ Duet,” is a simple ro
mantic boy-girl relation choreo
graphed by Alison Jaffee for her
self and Harvey Mills.
From “ Duet,” Harvey Mills
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Char broiled
Burgers
Genuine
Italian Subs
Neopolitan Pizza

'
estaurant

made to order
Flavor Crisp Chicken
Pails or Dinners

868-2300
Phone Orders Filled Promptly
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ARt hAppeninos
D A N C E GROUP

The UNH Contemporary Dance
Group will present a concert on Friday,
May 7 at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theater. Ad
mission is free.
F IL M SYM PO SIU M

The Universit>’ Film Study and Yale
University will hold a three-day sympos
ium entitled “ Film and Modern Art.”
The symposium will be held at Yale L^niver.sit>' in New Haven, Conn., from Fri
day, May 7 through Sunday, May 9.
There is a registration fee of $2.50 to par
ticipate in the symposiunr.
U N H SYM PH O N Y

The UNH Syrnphon>- will present its
final concert of the season in coopera
tion with the UNH Concert Choir in .se
lections from Carl Orff’s “Carmina
Burana.” Under the direction of Alan

Grishman, the UNH Symphony and Con
cert Choir will perform Mozart’s “Re“ C A M IL L E ”

The Speech and Drama Department
will present “Camille,”
Alexander
Dumas’ classic play, on Monday, May 10
and Tuesday, May 11. The performance
will take place in Hennessey Theater of
PAC. Admission is $1.00.
“ SOUNDS

OF
THE
SCREEN”

S IL V E R

“Show Biz; Sounds of the Silver
Screen,” is a musical journey from Shir
ley Temple down the yellow brick road
to the white lights of Broadway. It will
be presented on Saturday, .May 8, at 3
p.m. and at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission is
75<l' for the Saturday afternoon matinee
and $1.00 for the Saturday evening per
formances.
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UNH STRIKE 1970
the film .
a sprin g rite o f re volution
the protag onists:
Dielffffger.FCw^n, H oftm an.JLpeb, and
the New

to be shown on; Friday, May 7
at: 7:30 Strafford Rm.
FREE
donations accepted

. v V
<b
^

Last chance for advance tickets — $3.00 combination
Dining Hall, M U B , Listening Post, Aquarius Coffeehouse
S N IV E L Y A R E N A — 8 p.m . both nites
$3.50 at door
ticket info available at the M U SO O ffice
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Black Arts Festival

m
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Musicians of the Northeastern Afro-Institute.

1

am the American heartbreak —
R ock on which freedom
Stumps its toe —
The great mistake
That Jamestown
Made long ago.”

“Z

Langston Hughes

Northeastern Afro-Institute Dancers.

Elma Lewis School of Fine Arts.

photos by White and Smith
Barry Chevannes, Caribbean sociologist, speaks in the Strafford Room.
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Richard run sinks Whites in scrimmage
)y Warren Watson
5ports Editor
Fullback John Richard crackid off an 85-yard touchdown jaunt
o give the Wildcat Blue team a
13-6 victory over the Whites in
he annual Blue-White intrasquad

classic Wednesday. The game
marked the end of three weeks of
Spring workouts for Jim Root’ s
varsity club.
Played before 300 sun-baked
spectators, the contest featured
sterling performances by both

Sports
“O ff beat” Keglers win

Associate P rofessor of Arts
Dick Merritt, converted a gamevinning spare in the tenth frame
)f his third game to lift the
Irst-half champion Off Beats
o a 1525-1507 victory over the
^hernlin in the final rolloff of
he Faculty-Staff bowling league.
Merritt’ s spare, a slick pickip of the tricky 2-4-5 combinaion, secured the win for the Off
leats, as they swept all three
:ames from the Chemistry kegers.
Warren Kohl and A1 Sawyer

paced the Chemlins with scratch
scores of 302 and 305 respective
ly. Merritt was high for the win
ners with a 293, while Dick and
Barbara Cilley added 279 and 277.
Although outscoring the Off
Beat
1348-1333
scratch, the
Chemlins received 33 fewer pins
handicap — just enough to make
the victory possible.
Trophies and awards will be
presented to the Off Beats at an
outing scheduled for later in the
spring.

Summary
Faculty-Staff championship rolloff
The summary:
1
Off Beats:
T. Watson
75
74
R, Wiswell
97
B. Cilley
91
D. Cilley
D. Merritt
101
438Chemlins
A. Kohl
D. Mayhew
J. Uebel
W, Kohl
A. Sawyer

1

73
92
78
110

95
448-

2
78
85
91
84
96
434-

3
78
94
89
104
96
461

series

231
253
277
279
293
1333

to ta l'
297
292
307
312
317
1525

2
82
81
81
90

3
83
93
78

series
238
266
237
302
305
1348

total'
283
311
276
314
323
1507

101

435-

102

109
465

n Y C p la y

The Wildcat golf and tennis
earns traveled to Yankee Con
ference tournaments last week
end faring poorly in both comletitions.
Charlie Holt’ s golfers, play-

ng

by Bob Constantine
The UNH lacrosse squad used
a great goaltending performance
from Mike Jones and a balanced
scoring attack to down Tufts,
10-2, on a pleasant afternoon
at Upper Field last Wednesday.
Seven different players shared
in the scoring for the Wildcats,
as the stickmen improved their
season’ s record to 3-4.
Co-captain Kim Sprague scor
ed at the 1;20 mark of the open-

Scoreboard
R ESULTS
Baseball:

UNH 6
UNH 3
U C onn 5
M IT 14
W illiam s 7
UNH 10
URI 80
UNH 4
URI— Rain—

Lacrosse:

Track:
Golf:
Tennis.

Bow doin 3
U Conn 2
UNH 2
UNH 11
UNH 4
Tufts 2
UNH 74
St. A nselm ’s 3
UNH

TO P C A TS
Lacrosse:

at P lo a e o n t V a l l o y C o u n tr y

'lub in Sutton, Mass., finished
ifth, while Gerry F riel’ s netnen claimed a fourth place tie
it Orono, Me.
The Massachusetts Redmen
iron both tournaments handily.
Senior Jim Frank fired a solid
'8, second best score in the
ournament, but lack of help from
lis teammates doomed the golfirs’ chances for a higher finish.
JNH’ s six man total of 495 was
6 strokes off the tourney winling pace. Connecticut was sec
ond with 489, while Rhode Isand came in at 490.
Other UNH finishers included
:rnie Calverley(8l), RickAnder:on (82), and Bill Munroe (82).
Captain Ron Addorio of Portsaouth skied to an 87.
Meanwhile, in Orono, the inbility of F riel’ s
first four
ingles players to survive the
reliminaries caused the Cats
D skid to their dismal finish,
inly
senior Dick Fields and
reshman Pete Patton were able
0 avoid first round elimination.
Fields, playing in the fifth
light, lost in the finals to pick
p three points. Patton tallied a
ingle point by surviving the sixth
light quarterfinals.
In the doubles, the Cats failed
3 win any of their matches.

The Blues took the initiative
early in first period and cashed
in on an early turnover to take a
7-0 lead. Flanker Dave Tallent
fumbled at his 13-yard line, and
it took quarterback Bob Hopkins
only three plays to score, with
“ Bama” Roberson going over
from the four.
White quarterbacks Osgood and
Bill McAndrews had rough sled
ding in the early going, and punt
er Paul Murphy was forced to
surrender the football on three
occasions. Meanwhile, Hopkins’
Blue squad drove 48 yards to the

(G garrtoo)
M cC arthy
Sprague.
Stevenson

17
12
11
GIs

2
7
3
A

212-697-3054

As a student at this
college, YOU may be
eligible for our low, low
cost fares. Flights from
New York to all major
European Cities.
Weekly departures.
Flights under the auspices
of World Student
Government Organization.
Send coupon... call, write
or visit.
W.S.G.O. please send:
C /a
□ Travel bulletins
□ Application for International
Student i.D.
Name,_____________ _____________
Address____________
City________________

SchooL

>

\
Ken “Bama” Roberson (40) skirts left end in Wednesday’s Blue-White scrimmage at Cowell Sta
dium. The 175 pound junior setback scored one touchdown on a run of four yards. In pursuit of
Roberson is defensive end Britt Bernnier (87).

photo by Conroy

HAROLD’S PLACE
Restaurant and Lounge

ing period to get things started.
Midway through the period, Rob
McCarthy broke up Jumbo goalie
Bill Pankey’ s clearing pass and
jammed the ball into the vacant
net. Bill Brunkhorst’ s goal mo
ments later proved to be the win
ner. Kent Stevenson’ s goal made
it 4-0 by the period’ s end.
Stevenson
and Jim Murphy
scored in the second period to
up the count to 6-0 at halftime,
while Jones kept the Jumbos
off the board. Tufts’ Gary Liss
spoiled Jones’ shutout bid with
a- goal midway through the third
period, but scores by Sprague,
McCarthy, and Andy Costello
more than offset it, as the Wild
cats pushed to a 9-1 lead at the
end of the period.
The final period settled into a
defensive struggle, with Liss
scoring his second goal for Tufts,
and Jim Dreyer setting up Greg
Cascadden alone in front for the
score that set the final at 10-2.
Jones had 15 saves for UNH,
while Pankey blocked 17 Cat
shots for Tufts.
UNH has an extremely tough
game coming up tomorrow when

11am— 10pm dining room
11 am— 1 am lounge
Ports Ave., Exeter 778-8878

SNEAKERS
Best Buys Around On

A m e ric a n -m a d e , F a m o u s-b ra n d
sneakers fo r th e e n tire fa m ily
Boat — Tennis — Basketball
All Types Available
WHY PAY MORE?

RED’S #
f#t#r J.

mwfray.frpp.

35 IRCADWAY

Wt»kclayi 9:3010 »

Sot. 9 to 9

We Are Now Accepting
Applications For

COM ING HOME EVENTS
Baseball:
Track:
Lacrosse:

U Mass
S pringfield
B ow doin

THE PERFECT

May 8 (2)
May 8
May 12

SUMMER & FALL SEMESTER
RENTALS

GRADUATION
GI FT

APARTMENTS
SINGLES • DOUBLES
FURNISHED
KITCHENS • PARKING

$2550

M G M ID G E T 71.
The Midget’s the lowest-priced true sports car around.
And, because it’s backed by four decades of racing
experience, it’s also one of the best.

“Beat the Housing Rush — Register Now

Great action is yours with such features as a 1275 c.c.
twin-carb engine, rack-and-pinion steering, racing-type
suspension, front disc brakes, and a close-ratio shortthrow 4-speed gearbox.

apply in person at

Great going and great comfort at a great price. That’s
the Midget story that nobody’s been able to
beat. Come'into our showroom and ask for a
no-obligation test-drive. See how great a lowpriced sports car can be.

i

DRIVE
THE
MGB

s

DRIVE
THE

: MGBIGT

OPEN EYES. 'T IL 8 P.M .

for m ore particulars,
contact Kathy Nixon
#212 Sm ith, U N H

I

Name
Address.

47 M ain Street

Phone No.

.Class.

i
i

ALL MODELS ON DISPLA Y
466 SO. WILLOW

or clip and mail this coupon
to No. 5 Strafford Avenue Corporation
P.O. Box 507
Durham, N.H.

CAMPUS REALTY

Plus great comfort with contoured reclining bucket
seats, fitted carpeting and an efficient heater/defroster.

State_____ ______Zip..

Charter & Group
Travel Specialists
60 East 42nd Street
New York 10017
Call (212) 697-3054

A

chusett. The Redmen are per
ennially one of the best teams in
New England.

Delivered In Manchester

When you want the most
charters available for
Summer 1971, Call

f-

!-

Score by Periods:
WHITE 0 6 0 0— 6
BLUE 7 6 0 0— 13

Avg.
.407
.405
.385
.371
.333

^Cut out and save this ad:

Don’t
CallYour
Travel
Agent!

•1.

tliejf vlslC A m h e r s t l o p l a y M a a a a -

19
19
14
Pts.

Baseball:
(10 games)
H
11
15
5
12
12

AB
27
37
13
35
36

M arcoux
Dresser
W right
Trundy
Marino

White 32, only to have Rick
Desrochers’ diving interception
thwart chances of another score.
Finally, in the waning moments
of the period, Osgood sustained a
60-yard march, which he cul
minated with a crisp scamper
around right end. Setbacks Den
nis Coady and Dick Mitchell rip
ped off key runs in the drive.
But less than a minute later,
the Blue Squad, coached by Bob
Sherman and Lou Tepper, elec
trified the sparse crowd with a
pair of long touchdowns. After his
70-yard touchdown aerial to Bill
Degan had been nullified by a
holding penalty, Hopkins called on
Richard, whose 85-yarder proved
to be the clincher.
Throughout the balance of the
quarter, and in the scoreless sec
ond half, neither unit was able to
move the ball significantly, and
the 13-6 count stood up for the
Blues.
The relatively defense-domin
ated contest was in stark con
trast to last year’ s circus af
fair, won by Blue unit, 48-12.
The Summary:
BLUE — Roberson 4 run (Klaubert kick)
WHITE — Osgood 32 kick (kick
failed)
BLUE — Richard 85 run (run
failed)

Stickmen rout Tufts

'Denotes handicap total

Z at teams
fa ir p o o r l y

defensive units, and the second
quarter heroics of the 182-pound
Richard, who, in addition to his
game winning run, added another
touchdown of 73 yards which was
called back by a penalty.
All of the scoring came within
the first 17, minutes, as neither
team could sustain a drive in the
second half of play. Halfback
Ken Roberson tallied the first
Blue score at 11:10 of the open
ing period, slanting four yards
over right tackle. White signalcaller Bob Osgood scored on a
32-yard option.
Blue-White Statistics
Blue
White
First Downs
12
9
Yds. Rushing 235
142
Yds. Passing
26
69
Attempts
15
22
Completions
2
10
Interceptions
2
0

668-2400

Durham , N .H .
868-2797

I am interested in privately owned off campus housing
□

Double Rooms — 2 students per room

□

Single Room — 1 student per room

□

Apartments — 4 students per apt.
Summer Session 197i
Fall Semester 1971/1972

